Parquet
Showing character

ter Hürne
A decision for quality
As a German family-owned business from the Münster region we have dedicated ourselves for more
than 50 years to developing products that are sustainable and are conducive to healthy living, while
setting the highest standards in terms of function and aesthetics.
Taking nature as our example, we use our passion, expertise and flair for good design to create
unique parquet floors that integrate traditional craft skills and sophisticated technology combined
with maximum resource efficiency for our shared environment.
With every parquet plank by ter Hürne you have at your feet something unique that is d
 istinguished
by its uncompromising quality. That makes the difference.
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Try the room studio
Just try laying your own virtual floor

/

/
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raumstudio
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www.terhuerne.de/
roomstudio

F

www.terhuerne.de/
studio-virtuel
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RESPONSIBILITY
RW10-12

www.realwood.eu

Act sustainably
Because we need the environment
— and not the other way round

We have nature to thank for the material wood. That
is why the responsible treatment of this valuable
resource is one of our fundamental operating
principles.
ter Hürne is FSC® and PEFC™ certified and supports
the environmental and social aspects of a fully
traceable and recognised sustainable forestry sector.
The careful selection of the growth regions and the
trees growing within them are crucial for the high
quality standards of ter Hürne.
The principle of sustainable economic and
resource-saving trade is a fundamental part of our
philosophy and extends to all areas and processes of
our company.

ter Hürne is an FSC® and PEFC™-certified company.

More

More

www.ic.fsc.org

www.pefc.org

You can breathe deeply with us
Clean, uncontaminated room air is more than ever
vital for health, well-being and a high quality of life.
As manufacturers of products for interior design we
have a responsibility for healthy living which we
fulfil conscientiously and transparently.
That is the reason why we subject ourselves to
an annual external audit by the renowned eco-
Institut. In order to achieve certification from this
organisation tested products must be particularly
low in emissions and thus suitable for healthy home
living.
We are happy to undergo this inspection because the
very demanding standards of the eco-Institut go far
beyond those of the legal requirements. That is why
we are particularly proud that all of our eco-certified
products are well below permitted pollution limits. So
choosing ter Hürne is also always a good decision for
healthy living and the environment.

i

,'

The eco-Institut has been a leading provider of emission
and pollutant testing of construction and furnishing
products for over 25 years. The independent and
accredited testing institute operates over 85 emission
testing chambers in varying sizes up to 5 m3 and a
 ssesses
products according to national and international
requirements and criteria. The eco-Institut label has been
awarded for the past nine years and is one of the leading
international quality seals for products low in harmful
substances and emissions.

B R E AT H E D E E P LY

Living in a healthy
home environment

More
www.eco-institut.de/en
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Unique

Highlight

Unique
Traditional craft
meets high tech

Only what is natural is authentic.
Naturalness cannot be forced,
created or developed. In
selecting our woods we therefore
pay particular attention to
naturalness and consequently
the strengths of the material.
That is why with our new Unique
products the focus the innate
natural beauty. We emphasise
and enhance their functionality
and attach a great deal of
importance to retaining their
uniqueness. See for yourself
and allow your senses free
rein. All Unique products are
hand-finished originals – made
in Südlohn. You will feel, sense,
see and appreciate what we
mean. Our timber technicians
inspect every individual plank
and reconstruct natural processes
so exactly and authentically as
though nature had intended it
precisely that way.
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Highlight

Enhanced knots

Gives the impression of air-dried oak boards, where over time the hard
knotty parts shrink less than the rest of the plank.

Highlight

Split oak

Wood is constantly ‘working’ which causes tension cracks in the planks.
This natural process is our inspiration for the surface design.

Highlight

Hand-scraped

with a slightly rounded planing knife which is guided in very slightly
wavy lines, creating a surface with a random, and thus natural-looking
pattern. We sand the head ends in the final stages, so that there is a
perfectly matched transition from plank to plank.
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Parquet packed with expertise
Quality down to the last detail

Wood is a complex material. It takes years of experience to master it. We
have been investigating its strengths for over 50 years and have learnt from
its weaknesses. This knowledge goes into every component of our parquet
flooring.

Technology
This is what goes to create our
quality
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Product construction
Perfectly matched

Surface finish

Real wood top layer
(wearing layer)

Real wood middle layer

RW10-12

Real wood stabilizing layer

30-year guarantee — Quality made in
Germany
www.realwood.eu

EN 14342 : 2005 + A1 : 2008

Suitable for warm water underfloor
heating systems

09
ter Hürne GmbH & Co. KG
Ramsdorfer Straße 5
46354 Südlohn  Germany
Mehrschichtparkett zur schwimmenden Verlegung
bzw. zur vollflächigen Verklebung EN 13489
Multi-layer parquet for floating installation
and/or full area bonding EN 13489

Easily, securely and and accurately
fitted

Brandverhalten
Reaction to fire

Dfl-s1

Formaldehydabgabe
Emission of formaldehyde

E1

Wärmeleitfähigkeit
Thermal conductivity

¹ 0,10 W/m K
² 0,12 W/m K

Biologische Dauerhaftigkeit
Biological durability

Klasse 1/Class 1

¹ Produkte mit Nadelholz-Mittelllage
¹ products with softwood as corematerial
² Produkte mit HDF-Mittellage
² products with HDF as corematerial

Installation method
Simple, quick, secure and: self-installed

Click!!!

With CLICKitEASY you can install your floor yourself like a professional
– simply, quickly and securely. That is thanks to our ingenious, patented
connection system based on the door lock principle. The head ends of the
planks click together with only light pressure. A tongue made from stable
plastic incorporated into the head end ensures that both planks lock
together simply and securely like a door lock. This ensures a permanent
and strong joint. CLICKitEASY is the perfect method for a floating floor installation without adhesive, hammer and tapping block or for glue down
installation.

The film:

www.terhuerne.de/en/
floor/clickiteasy-gb/
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Real wood middle layer
Perfect in form
Wood is a ‘living’ material. It is constantly working
— particularly when there is a change in humidity.
However, a parquet plank must be dimensionally
stable so that it can be properly fitted and cannot
warp after installation.
The construction of our middle layer neutralises the
interacting tensile forces due to the individual layers.
The result is superior dimensional stability.
For the middle layer we use solid wood staves with
upright growth rings – a specially selected piece of
wood that is particularly stable.
We also leave air gaps between the staves to ensure
an optimal distribution of the humidity in the wood.

Impregnated
Well protected, even when it gets too humid

You should avoid leaving water on the parquet flooring for any length
of time, especially in places where it can easily penetrate, such as on the
ends of the planks or staves.
If that happens it can have unfortunate consequences: swelling and
raised head ends which will lead to damage over time.
We have developed a special process to prevent these consequences:
We treat all wood joints – at the ends of planks or staves – with an
environmentally healthy oil-wax emulsion that forms a highly effective
protection against penetrating and damaging moisture
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Dimensions and designs

200 mm

Spatial effect

1

2

3

Multi strip

Strip floor

Plank

The proportions of the planks not only determine the appearance of the floor, they
also have a decisive influence on the overall ambiance. Long planks add a feeling of
spaciousness to your home. Wide planks, on the other hand, give an impression of
solidity, while narrow planks create a sense of refined elegance and balance.

2390 mm

2,39 m

B04 | Oak light beige | plank

1

200 mm

200 mm

200 mm

162 mm

195 mm

2,39 m

2390 mm

2,19 m

2190 mm

2,00 m

2000 mm

2,39 m

2390 mm

2390 mm

2,39 m

Multi-bevel

2

3
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Profiles
Contrast – sometimes more, sometimes less

Round bevel
The gently rounded edges of
the four sides of the plank feel
soft, but in contrast, have a very
distinctive appearance. This gives
the classic planks in particular
a distinct emphasis on their
format.

V-bevel
The shape of this four-sided bevel
resembles the letter ‘V’. Its profile
provides a subtle contrast to the
generous format of the classic
planks.

Multi-bevel
Each of the strips of varying
lengths is bevelled on all four
sides thus clearly standing out
from each other. This creates the
modern ‘used look’ of a floor that
has been in the prime of life for
many years.

Gradings
A fundamental design decision
The grading is a fundamental design characteristic and has a decisive influence on the overall expressive effect of
a wooden floor. Every plank of wood is unique. And because each species of wood has its own ‘personality’, there
is a wide variety of characteristics such as knot content, grain and colour variegation. Our gradings result from the
selection and composition of the individual parquet planks according to our design criteria – each of which has its
own individual character.

Description

1
even
1	

2	
balanced
3	
expressive
4	
impulsive
5	
rustic

2

3

4

5
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Finishes
What wood can become when it is in the right hands

Wood is inherently beautiful. For more than 50 years we have developed
the necessary skill to get even more out of wood. We know how to treat
its surface for visual and tactile effect and to particularly emphasise
natural characteristics. Through intensive, yet sympathetic finishing
processes we give the original material a completely new identity –
making it even more distinctive.

1.

Structure-brushed surfaces

2.

Hand scraped surfaces

3.

Deep-brushed surfaces

4.	Sculptured surfaces
(alpine)
5.

Brushed surfaces

6. Saw-marked surfaces
7.

Knot-enhanced surfaces

8. Smoked surfaces
9. Split oak
10. Stained surfaces
11. Pasted / limed surfaces

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Unique

8.

9.

Unique

10.

Unique

11.
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Surface finish
Final perfection

Lacquer and matt lacquer
Our lacquered surfaces come in two degrees of
gloss. Lacquered floors have a silk gloss sheen, matt
lacquered floors have a silk matt sheen. Both versions
are of the same high quality: The multilayered
coating structure also absorbs stronger effects
because on the one hand it is elastic and flexible,
while on the other hand, it is hard and protects the
surface from daily wear. Because the surface is
completely sealed and protected our lacquered floors
are particularly easy to maintain.

Patina look

Distinctive and modern.
A warm patina gives the floor its ‘used look’.

B12 | Oak design patina grey | multi-bevel | 3-strip

Natural oil
Our natural oil-treated floors are a piece of ‘pure nature’.
The open-pored surface is treated with a breathable
oil based on natural raw materials that penetrates
deep into the wood, strengthening it from the inside.
The crystallisation of the oil in the wood makes our
parquet robust, wear-resistant and easy to repair and
easy to maintain. Thanks to our special oil treatment,
our naturally oiled parquet is breathable – absorbing
moisture and releasing it again as required. This has
a positive influence on room climate and creates a
health-promoting environment. Furthermore the
visible and tactile structure of the wood is retained,
– as well as the natural benefits such as warmth
and c omfort. Last but not least, the floor makes an
extremely vibrant impression, because it particularly
brings out the structure of the wood.

Natural oil in trend colours

…
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Colour counts
Clear and rapid orientation

Pure Collection
Bright Collection

bright & fresh

Colour has an emotional impact
on the living environment and
interior design. Each of our colour
collections represents a specific
colour mood that guides you
through our ranges.

Sensual Collection

beige brown & friendly

Straight Collection

red brown & warm

dark & powerful
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Product worlds
The results of our work

Straight Collection

Sensual Collection

Bright Collection

Pure Collection

Pure Collection
bright & fresh
32-39

Bright Collection
beige brown & friendly
40-49

Sensual Collection
red brown & warm
50-55

Straight Collection
dark & powerful
56-61

Key
To make it easier to find your way around

1
2

A21a
Unique

Room studio

3
4
6

Art no.: 110101020697 | 2.390 x 200 x 13,5 mm

Oak unique light beige | plank
rustic | enhanced knots/structure brushed/white natural
oiled

1 A21a

ID no.

2 Unique.

from the ´Unique’ range

/

3

/

direct link to the room studio

4

Art no.: 110101020697

Article no.

5

2.390 x 200 x 13,5 mm

Length x width x thickness (mm)

6

Oak unique light beige | plank
rustic | enhanced knots/structure brushed/white
natural oiled

Product name | Design | Grade| Surface
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5

Pure
Collection
bright & fresh

A15a
Unique.
Split oak unique white |
plank |

Sometimes it is difficult to decide one way or another; pros

The Pure Collection of parquet flooring represents a lifestyle

and cons, here and now, head or heart?

that is open and free. They make it possible to look ahead,
bringing a feeling of lightheartedness into the home. The

To give ideas free rein, to change places and see the

floors have an authentic and calming appearance with a

situation from a completely new perspective, to exploit

fresh look and defined structures.

opportunities that are otherwise unavailable. To be able to
breathe, be free, to scan the far horizon and think clearly.

Woods such as hard maple and white-stained surfaces cater
for a carefree lifestyle expressed in a pure and authentic
form.
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Pure Collection

Pure Collection

A01

A03

Art no.: 1101010895 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak crystal white | plank
balanced | white-matt lacquered

A04

Art no.: 1101010616 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Ash azure white | 3-strip
expressive | white-matt lacquered

A05

Art no.: 1101010641 | 2190 x 162 x 13 mm

Ash azure white | plank
balanced | white-matt lacquered

A07

Art no.: 1101010676 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Ash grey white | 3-strip

expressive | brushed/limed/matt lacquered

A08

Art no.: 1101010897 | 2000 x 195 x 15 mm

Larch rosé white | plank
balanced | brushed/lye-treated/natural oil-treated

Art no.: 1101010121 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Maple European | 3-strip
balanced | lacquered

Pure Collection
A10

Art no.: 1101010639 | 2190 x 162 x 13 mm

Hard Maple Canadian | plank

expressive | matt lacquered

Art no.: 1101010114 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Hard Maple Canadian | 3-strip

balanced | lacquered

A15a
Unique.

Art no.: 1101012011 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Split oak unique white | plank | rustic | structure brushed/white natural oiled
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Pure Collection

A09

Pure Collection

Pure Collection

A12

A13

Art no.: 1101010157 | 2190 x 162 x 13 mm

Art no.: 1101010096 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Ash white violet | 3-strip
expressive | white-matt lacquered

A15

Oak old white | plank
even | brushed/pasted/lacquered

A16

Art no.: 1101010786 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Art no.: 1101010612 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak old white | 3-strip
balanced | brushed/pasted/matt lacquered

A17

Oak grey white | plank
balanced | brushed/limed/matt lacquered

A19

Art no.: 1101010635 | 2190 x 162 x 13 mm

Oak grey white | plank
balanced | brushed/limed/matt lacquered

Art no.: 1101010793 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak grey white | Multi strip
expressive | brushed/limed/matt lacquered

Pure Collection
A21

Art no.: 1101010903 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Art no.: 1101010613 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak grey white | 3-strip
balanced | brushed/limed/matt lacquered

A21a
Unique.

Oak design mist grey | 3-strip

expressive | brushed/plane marked/coloured/matt
lacquered

A24

Art no.: 1101010791 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Art no.: 1101012007 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak unique light beige | plank
rustic | enhanced knots/structure brushed/white natural
oiled

A26

Oak wild violet | plank
expressive | deep brushed/white/natural oil-treated

A27a
Unique.

Art no.: 1101010798 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak wild violet | 3-strip
expressive | deep brushed/white/natural oil-treated

Art no.: 1101012004 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak unique grey beige | plank

rustic | hand-scraped/coloured/natural oiled
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Pure Collection

A20

Pure Collection

Pure Collection

A29

Art no.: 1101010889 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak reed grey | plank
expressive | brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated

A30

Art no.: 1101010892 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak reed grey | 3-strip
expressive | brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated

Pure Collection

A15a
Unique.
Split oak unique white |
plank |
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Bright
Collection
beige brown & friendly

B12a
Unique.
Oak unique beige brown |
plank |

Even the first rays of sun exert a magical attraction, they relax

It is also exactly this same spectrum that is offered by the

and motivate at the same time, they recharge and awaken. Take

parquet floors of the Bright collection. The warm, friendly

a deep breath, breathe out, breathe in and simply pause.

colours are dedicated to naturalness, ensuring a cheerful,
optimistic lifestyle in your home.

Spending the day outside, not letting it end, escaping from time,
capturing the moments, enjoying, drawing strength from them

They flood every room with their range of colours, each with

– and with all your senses. Nature is not only multifaceted, it

their individual strengths, providing a harmonious atmosphere

is unique, harmonious in its perfectionism and infinite in its

and sheer naturalness.

possibilities.
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Bright Collection
B01

B02

Art no.: 1101010634 | 2190 x 162 x 13 mm

Art no.: 1101010095 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Ash | 3-strip
balanced | matt lacquered

Oak light beige | plank
expressive | brushed/white-matt lacquered

B04

Bright Collection

B03

Art no.: 1101010900 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Art no.: 1101010790 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak light beige | plank
expressive | brushed/white/natural oil-treated

B05

Oak light beige | plank
impulsive | brushed/white/natural oil-treated

B06

Art no.: 1101010614 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak light beige | 3-strip
balanced | white-matt lacquered

Art no.: 1101010619 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak light beige | 3-strip
balanced | brushed/white/natural oil-treated

Bright Collection
B07

B09

Art no.: 1101010422 | 2190 x 162 x 13 mm

Oak antique old brown | plank

expressive | aged/coloured/natural oil-treated

Art no.: 1101010884 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak alpine light beige | plank

expressive | scupltered/brushed/white/natural oil-treated

Bright Collection

B12

Art no.: 1101010904 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak design patina grey | 3-strip | expressive | multi-bevel/brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated
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Bright Collection

Bright Collection

B12a
Unique.

Art no.: 1101012003 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak unique beige brown | plank | rustic | hand-scraped/coloured/natural oiled

Bright Collection
B10

B11

Art no.: 1101010888 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak soft beige | plank
expressive | brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated

Oak soft beige | 3-strip
expressive | brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated

B13a
Unique.
Bright Collection

B13

Art no.: 1101010891 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Art no.: 1101010883 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak alpine | plank

expressive | sculptured/brushed/natural oil-treated

B14

Oak unique | plank

rustic | hand-scraped/natural oil-treated

B16

Art no.: 1101010630 | 2190 x 162 x 13 mm

Oak | plank
even | matt lacquered

Art no.: 1101012001 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Art no.: 1101010896 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak | plank
even | brushed / matt lacquered
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Bright Collection
B17

B18

Art no.: 1101010894 | 2190 x 162 x 13 mm

Oak | plank
even | brushed / matt lacquered

Oak | plank
expressive | matt lacquered

B20

Bright Collection

B19

Art no.: 1101010631 | 2190 x 162 x 13 mm

Art no.: 1101010788 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak | plank
expressive | brushed / matt lacquered

B21

Art no.: 1101011507 | 2190 x 162 x 13 mm

Oak | plank
expressive | brushed/natural oil-treated

B22

Art no.: 1101011789 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak | plank
expressive | brushed/natural oil-treated

Art no.: 1101010899 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak | plank
impulsive | brushed/natural oil-treated

Bright Collection
B26

B27

Art no.: 1101010794 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak | Multi strip
expressive | brushed/natural oil-treated

Oak | 3-strip
balanced | matt lacquered

B29
Bright Collection

B28

Art no.: 1101010610 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Art no.: 1101011617 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak | 3-strip
balanced | brushed/natural oil-treated

B30

Art no.: 1101010611 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak | 3-strip
expressive | matt lacquered

B31

Art no.: 1101011527 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak | 3-strip
expressive | brushed/natural oil-treated

Art no.: 1101010898 | 2000 x 195 x 15 mm

Larch | plank

balanced | brushed/natural oil-treated
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Bright Collection
B32

Art no.: 1101010887 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak alpine beige brown | plank

expressive | sculptured/brushed/coloured/natural
o
 il-treated

Bright Collection

B32a
Unique.

Art no.: 1101012009 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak unique antique brown | plank
rustic | enhanced knots/structure brushed/coloured/natural
oiled

Bright Collection

B12
Oak unique beige brown |
plank |
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Sensual
Collection
red brown & warm

C14a
Unique.
Oak unique |
plank |

Many paths evoke associations, conscious and unconscious,

Set your goal, happily anticipating the diminishing distance and

memories, expectations and hopes are suddenly within reach.

know you are doing the right thing.

Now is not the time to hesitate but to have the courage to take
that step. One at a time. All your senses attentive and alert.

Timeless and passionate, the Sensual collection presents parquet
floors that are unequalled in their harmony. Deliberate accents,

Let dreams come true, take hold of them, channel them, taking

presenting a sensitive and elegant personality, underscore the

ownership of the situation.

warm interplay of colours while providing a sense of balance.
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Sensual Collection
C01

C03

Art no.: 1101010101 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Art no.: 1101010638 | 2190 x 162 x 13 mm

Beech | plank

Beech | 3-strip

balanced | matt lacquered

balanced | lacquered

C05

C06

Art no.: 1101011528 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Sensual Collection

Art no.: 1101010104 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Beech | 3-strip

Beech | 3-strip

expressive | lacquered

expressive | natural oil-treated

C08

C11

Art no.: 1101010642 | 2190 x 162 x 13 mm

Bamboo caramel beige | plank
even | coloured/matt lacquered

Art no.: 1101010905 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak design patina brown | 3-strip

expressive | multi-bevel/brushed/coloured/natural
oil-treated

Sensual Collection
C12

C14

Art no.: 1101010858 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak design | 3-strip

expressive | multi-bevel/brushed/natural oil-treated

Art no.: 1101010797 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak | 3-strip
expressive | deep brushed/natural oil-treated

Sensual Collection

C13

Art no.: 1101010795 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak | Multi strip | expressive | deep brushed/natural oil-treated
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Sensual Collection
C14a
Unique.

Sensual Collection

Art no.: 1101012006 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak unique | plank

rustic | enhanced knots/structure brushed/natural oiled

C15

C15a
Unique.

Art no.: 1101010508 | 2190 x 162 x 13 mm

Oak caramel beige | plank
expressive | brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated

Art no.: 1101012012 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Split oak unique reddish brown | plank
rustic | structure brushed/coloured/natural oiled

Sensual Collection
C16

C16a
Unique.

Art no.: 1101010141 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Cherry American | 3-strip

balanced | lacquered

Art no.: 1101012005 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak unique ocher brown | plank

rustic | hand-scraped/coloured/natural oiled

C21

Art no.: 1101010890 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Sensual Collection

Oak cinnamon brown | plank
expressive | coloured/natural oil-treated

C13
Oak |
Multi strip |
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Straight
Collection
dark & powerful

D15a
Unique.
Oak unique clay brown |
plank |

Creating the right environment, daring to take the first step,

The direction of our actions is controlled by the passion to

confidently striding ahead without looking back, the end in

rediscover ourselves.

sight. Being focused, without egotism, but accompanied by
experiences that life has brought.

The dark and strong colours are characteristic of the Straight
collection. Combined with the distinctive surfaces in terms of

Inspirations for this are varied, inexhaustible, full of

ageing, structure and profile, these parquet floors demonstrate

movement and rich in potential. All it needs is vision,

dominance, providing the room with the necessary elegance

self-belief and the courage to establish new paths and

through their expressive power. Consciously.

demonstrate character.
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Straight Collection
D01

D03

Art no.: 1101010799 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Art no.: 1101010906 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Ash alpine ruby black | plank

balanced | thermo-treated/sculptured/brushed/coloured/
natural oil-treated

D04

Oak wild grey | 3-strip

expressive | deep brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated

D06a
Unique.

Art no.: 1101012008 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Art no.: 1101010787 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak soft grey | plank

balanced | brushed/coloured/matt lacquered

Straight Collection

D07

Oak unique mushroom brown | plank
rustic | enhanced knots/structure brushed/coloured/natural
oiled

D08

Art no.: 1101010886 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak alpine grey brown | plank

expressive | sculptured/brushed/coloured/natural
oil-treated

Art no.: 1101010800 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak wild anthracite | 3-strip

expressive | deep brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated

Straight Collection
D08a
Unique.

D10

Art no.: 1101010623 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Art no.: 1101012013 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Split oak unique mist brown | plank
rustic | structure brushed/coloured/natural oiled

D11

Oak pacific blue | 3-strip
expressive | brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated

D12

Art no.: 1101011652 | 2190 x 162 x 13 mm

Art no.: 1101010173 | 2190 x 162 x 13 mm

Walnut | plank
balanced | lacquered

Walnut | plank
balanced | natural oil-treated

D15

Art no.: 1101010151 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Walnut | 3-strip
balanced | lacquered

Art no.: 1101011529 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Walnut | 3-strip
expressive | natural oil-treated
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Straight Collection

D13

Straight Collection

Straight Collection

D15a
Unique.

Art no.: 1101012010 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak unique clay brown | plank | rustic | enhanced knots/structure brushed/coloured/natural oiled

Straight Collection
D17

D18

Art no.: 1101010901 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Art no.: 1101010885 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak alpine deep brown | plank
expressive | sculptured/brushed/coloured/natural
oil-treated

D19

Oak dark brown | plank

impulsive | smoked/brushed/natural oil-treated

D20

Art no.: 1101010637 | 2190 x 162 x 13 mm

Art no.: 1101011618 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak tobacco brown | 3-strip
expressive | smoked/brushed/natural oil-treated

D21

Art no.: 1101010660 | 2190 x 162 x 13 mm

Oak tobacco brown | plank
balanced | smoked/brushed/matt lacquered

Art no.: 1101010135 | 2390 x 200 x 13 mm

Oak tobacco brown | 3-strip
balanced | smoked/lacquered
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Straight Collection

D20

Oak tobacco brown | plank
balanced | smoked/brushed/matt lacquered

Accessories — perfectly matched
Because your floor is worth nothing less
What constitutes a perfectly installed floor? On one hand, it looks beautiful and on the other — and you only
notice that over time — it is characterised by its durability. To achieve this, what you need above all are the
right accessories— both before and after the installation. Our underlay material and care products are perfectly
matched to the specifications of our floors, significantly increasing their durability, appearance and feel. And with
our functional transition profiles and decorative skirtings you will achieve the perfect finishing touches.

Underlay material

Metal profiles

i
More
www.terhuerne.de/en/
accessories

Care and maintenance

Skirtings
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Laminate

Luxury Vinyl Tiles

Avatara
MultiSense-Floor®

Enjoy the moods

Quiet. Robust. Simply comfortable.

Made to be experienced

www.terhuerne.de

Contact
ter Hürne GmbH & Co. KG | Ramsdorfer Str. 5 · 46354 Südlohn · Germany
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